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structure in the field of string matching, but their implementation is usually inefficient. In this blog post, we propose a
kernelized Suffix Tree that avoids the inefficiency of the previous recursive implementation. Introduction Suffix Trees are used
to find the longest common subsequence of two strings, which is, by definition, the first k characters of a string (in a nutshell).
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The implementation is efficient in the sense that, for strings of length O(n), one can compute the longest common subsequence
in O(n) time. This is because the key idea for computing the longest common subsequence is to compress the two strings into a
single string. The compressing process is achieved by maintaining the locations where the two strings differ in memory. This is
achieved with a data structure called the suffix tree. These trees can be classified as either recursive, as in the following figure
(where T is called the suffix tree), or as a tree-like data structure (where T2 is called the suffix tree). Since there are two types
of suffix tree and no open-source implementations of the recursive variant, most efficient methods rely on the tree-like variant.
This blog post proposes a kernelized variant of the suffix tree that is based on binary search instead of a linear-scan, and aims to
bring the design of the Suffix Tree to the kernel level. Tree Layout A suffix tree is a binary search tree where every node stores
a value associated with it. The value is the set of characters that is “copied” into the suffix tree during the compression of the
two strings. The structure looks like the following image: Let’s go through the structure in detail. Root Node The root node
contains the two strings that are being compared. Since two arbitrary strings can be compared as shown in the figure, in general,
the root node is of any type of tree that allows a comparison between two child nodes. In the figure, the root node is shown in
red, and the left and 3e33713323
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